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Background  

• Mid Sized University in the UK 
• Drama Department – mix of backgrounds 
• Zoe’s background and mine… 

Photo by Jacqui Mellor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Little about the uni!Mix of technical theatre and performance – lots of practical people, few particularly “academic”.Add in my interest in IL and Zoe’s background having taken a drama degree previously – but now librarian



Methodology 

• Definition given! 
• (Jisc iSKILLS) 
• Semi-structured interviews with all (12) staff 
• LOTS of transcription / coding 
• To start answering: 
“How do Drama Academics within this department 
view and interact with their information 
environment for research and teaching?” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Definition – The ability to identify, assess, retreive, evaluate, adapt, organise and communicate information within an iterative context pf review and reflection.Just to give an idea – get rid of reading “literacy” overtones of people with a strong background in literature and English language!12 staff, 16 hours and 32 minutes of recorded interviews.Warning – only analysed 10 so far, 2 more to go, so can’t offer full analysis here – last two only provisionally coded up!Grounded theory?



Codes… 

… codes, everywhere! 
Allocated to the over-arching themes such as: 
• Searching 
• Reading 
• Organising 
• Note taking 
• Types of Information 
• Links between experience and practice 
• Acting vs technical theatre 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grounded theory – codes emerging as we listened, read, and re-read…. Refined over several iterations.Talk today about some of the content we found under searching, organising and note-taking???



Searching 
• By alerts 
• Colleagues as a source of information 
• Known items 
• Library Resources 
• Original or Source material 
• Reading Lists 
• Serendipity 
• Stimuli 
• Stored Materials 
• Topic 
• Variance between teaching, research and practice. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give a bit more detail? These are the codes we ended up with under the theme of searching…In the first 10 interviews – have 105 sections / references coded to the above. All seemed to enjoy talking about this, often having clear ideas of how they work. Sometimes describing this at length.There seemed to be 2 general approaches emerging, which could vary a great deal depending on the need being satisfied, but could be described as:The first approach is planned, following an existing path through their information environment. An information need is identified, they may even know the exact book or article that they need to find, and they plan how to achieve it. It may involve setting up mechanisms for finding information not yet published, or searching for old material they have used in the past. The second approach is open, exploring the information environment in a way that allows them to find new paths. They know they need information to inspire them and fill in gaps in their knowledge that they can’t yet express. It may involve putting themselves in situations where they are exposed to material in a way that prompts further searching,  which is likely to include a shift to the more planned way of searching.However, what seems more interesting to me so far is the emphasis on social and theatrical context to the information found – how they perceive value is strongly linked to the contextual cultural and social information surrounding it.



Two Routes? 

 
 
 
 
 

“Traditional” approach Practice as Research 

Need to fill the gaps Continually taking in 
information  

Looking for direct quotes or 
exact connections 

Storing random ideas and 
make connections later 

Experience then read up Read and experience 
simultaneously 

Vague ideas of what you 
“Should Have” leads to 
convoluted journey 

Knowing what you have leads 
to quick and rewarding 
journey 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Illustrate “traditional”? “… I know what I am looking for, even if what I am looking for I a broad field or “I wonder if anyone has measured the effect of blood sugar on meditation states” for example. SO it would be speculative in that sense, but I’d know exactly what I was looking for.”“It would be knowledge that I have, and then I need to check that I was kind of thinking of it in specific places or hoping that the students can access it from specific places. So it might be in my head thinking, oh, that book’s really useful but I’ll go and check that it is as useful as I thought”.”“Practice as research”Again, it’s just a matter of what captures your interest. Sometimes I need an idea. Like I’m beginning to think now about stuff that I might want to direct next year, or modules that I might want to teach, and so it’s just a change in mindset kind of going: what can I be receptive to? So, I might go to the newspapers a bit more often; or from January on if I’ve got time I might make more of an effort to go and see shows; and if I can I’ll read a bit more fiction or whatever. So, those sorts of things just to kind of open up – have the radio on more consciously – those sorts of things, so that when I have to make a decision about offering a particular show or something I can think: yes, I’d like to do that. But there’s sort of a long gestation period sometimes. It’s about a freshening up and being open to the accidental thing or the thing you don’t know about, which is actually really great.“So we’re taught to be very observant of everything.  Because you never know when you can use it.  So for me it’s like… you know, “Think about this”, or, “Look at that”.  And so that’s really what’s fuelled me in terms of this… I don’t think I can even call it a need any more, because it’s just so much a part of me.  It just is.  I’m always observing and just taking little bits on board.  And it all becomes the information that feeds into everything I do.  My students ask me, “How do you know so much?”  Well because I pay attention.  I’m curious.  And so that’s really what’s probably driven all that.  ““



Behind this? 

“Practice as research” = learning 
 
“Traditional approach” = demonstrating learning 
 
Social Constructivism? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Feeling throughout the way they talked about the higher end information literacy skills, such as the synthesis of new knowledge, that this is where the “practice as research” came in. It was how they talked about learning the most & coming up with fresh, new ideas. The other approach was much more strongly about showing knowledge, or offering students a basic layer of knowledge to build upon. Hints towards Social Constructivism being the underlying paradigm behind how this group of academic staff learn – the valuable learning and construction of new knowledge seemed to be primarily formed in relationship / discussion with others and the wider environment. They deliberately choose to either find ways of arguing with other people (one tends to build his formal writing based on casual disagreements with others!),  or open themselves to the environment / culture to develop their learning – partly a desire expressed frequently of going back to original material (a play, a set designer, or an acting company) and interacting with that material, partly the openness to experience with many of them talked about (giving that cultural context to other information and generating new learning)



So what? 

What is emerging from this research so far and 
how (as practitioners) will Zoe & I be using it? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coding up the last couple of interviews!Then:When talking about teaching these skills to students, a strong feeling of “they just pick it up” – we suspect most don’t! Any teaching we get asked to do tends to focus on the “traditional approach” … but that isn’t the predominant learning culture as far as we can tell…So knowledge of how the academics are tending to work, fed into workshops we run. (So combining practice and theory rather than just “searching for” theoretical articles / books.) Need to bring more social interaction into our library sessions, rather than “this is how you fill your knowledge gap…”.



More stuff from me at:  
http://innovativelibraries.org.uk/  

http://libraryatoz.org  
I’m at a.p.walsh@hud.ac.uk  
   or @andywalsh999 on Twitter 
Zoë Johnson is at zoe.johnson@hud.ac.uk 
   or @zedej on Twitter 

 
 

Thanks for listening… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sum up main points here ... Be writing it up over the next 6 months to a year! Not in proceedings.
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